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AMERICAN AIR PROGRESS

The New York Herald Tribune states:- at the Randolph Field graduation

exercises on Sunday General H.H. Arnold had some glowing things to say about the

gathering power of the army air force. He also made courteous and graceful

acknowledgment that the criticisms of recent months were not without their value,
General Arnold said 1 thats the way we make progress in a democracy* 1 There seems

to be no doubt that recent progress has been veiy great. General Arnold speaks
of

f
a secret weapon or two 1

coming along on our side; at the same tome he reveals

the existence of one new weapon already in service *■ a parachute bomb making it

possible to bomb from treetop level with-precise accuracy and 'terrifying effect 1
.

The Russians who only Recently have been acquiring P.38s are said to be delighted

with them* It is evident that the air force, the designers and the industry have

all been laboring sleeplessly to adjust our planes* armament, engines and tactical

doctrine to the lessons of the war. They seem to have shown a flexible ability

to learn when the necessity was brought home to them.

HITLERS BELEAGUERED CAMP

The New York Herald Tribune also states: -

every day brings new evidence that

Adolf Hitler is making a supreme effort to build ramparts - in a literal as v/ell as

a figurative sense - about his beleaguered citadel In Europe, Work on coastal

fortifications is being rushed; there are reports of military conscription in the

occupied countries; ~,,
on the economic side there are new German exactions new

drafts of foreign laborers for German industry new hardships for the economies of

the occupied territories.

But Hitler is not only talcing these very practical measures to safeguard his

empire from the threat which is daily growing greater. He has- taken steps on the

political front partly no doubt with the idea of advancing military and economic

preparations against invasion but also for the purpose of giving the appearance that

it is Europe which defendsit self - not Germany which defends its loot in Europe,

Hitler is still endeavouring to preserve the appearance of dealing with an

indigenous French government just as he has done in Norway* On the same plane' is

the Nazi trick of proclaiming Anton Mussert the Dutch traitor as leader of the

Netherlands people* Mussert will now be Hitler's false front in the Netherlands just

as Quisling is in Norway*,.,,, The exact status of these various puppets has little

to do with their reason for being in the Hitlerite scheme* They are intended to

be the New Europe in their own small persons - like the little army of supernumeraries

which used to march round and round the stage in the old drama - helped out

frequently by a row of paste-board figures drawn along the back-drop. The Quislings

are the paste-board soldiers of Hitler's besieged camp.

A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT

New York Times says;- the British Eighth Army has struck again and General

Rommel's North Africa Corps is once more in full retreat along the coast of Libya,
The battle that began at the gates of Egypt has been resumed after an interval of

barely three weeks* This is a remarkable achievement considering the length of

the British line of communications and the tough country which it crosses. There

are American planes with the Eighth Army; but primarily this is a British show and

that makes victory all the sweeter. It is not only Rommel that is on the run.

/it is
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It is the whole nation of British incompetence British half-heartedness, British

willingness to fight only at the expense of someone else. Who doesn’t remember the open
talk and. the veiled, hints of this kind that were circulated, so freely last July when

Rommel had. broken through the outer line of the defences of the Nile? ¥e were told by
some of the correspondents on the scene of action that British troops were courageous
enough but that they ’lacked, an aggressive fighting spirit’. We were told that the

British government insisted, on keeping too many men at hone instead of sending them to

the fighting fronts. We were even told by a few discouraged experts that if we

expected to win the wan we should have to do most of the fighting ourselves. Now we see

how vide of the mark those guesses were. We have visible proof that a British army

adequately equipped is the natch of any force that can be put against it. We know more

than we knew last July about many phases of the campaign in North Africa, We know, for

Mr. Churchill and Lord Halifax have told, us in several speeches, that the decision to

fight it out with Hitler on this terrain was made in the dankest hour of the war - in

midsummer of 1940 when France had stopped fighting and Britain stood alone
...

To this

courageous and. farsighted decision, a decision to take the offensive at the very moment

when the defences of England, itself seemed to be tottering, we owe fundamentally the

successes that have now been achieved, in the African campaign and the hope of still

larger successes to cone.

THE DUTCH QUISLING

New York Times further states: Anton Mussert is a self-made man, .... Eleven

years ago he founded the national socialist party of the Netherlands which in time grew
too large to meet in a telephone booth but never too large to be a joke. He did not

despair. He waited. In the spring of 1940 opportunity knocked at his door. It knocked

rather loudly in the form of a German army whose most celebrated exploit in Holland was

the murder of 30,000 citizens of Rotterdam by an air attack made after fighting had

ceased, Anton Mussert was henceforth in his element. He rushed, from German boot to

German boot spurned by some but tolerated by others. He labored tirelessly to convince

Hitler that everything the Nazis did in the Netherlands - the initial invasion, the

Rotterdam massacre, the taking of hostages, the executions of innocent persons, the

systematic looting which has impoverished the richest lands in Europe, everything -

pleased him. Now he has his reward. He has not been elevated, quite to the height of

a puppet premier but he is taller than a beetle. In short Adolf Hitler has made him

’leader of the Netherland people*. He is to have his chance to convert then by forced

labor and military conscription to the Nazi cause. If he succeeds he will be to the

Netherlands what Quisling is to Norway. Even if he fails he will be immortalized for

the language of the Netherlands will have a new name for all the contemptible qualitites

that a non can have - a name that will not be overlooked in the day of reckoning.

Columnist Barnet Nover in the Washington Post says:- The fact that Rommel fell

hack from El Agheila almost immediately after General Montgomery launched his attack is

highly significant. It suggests that in Africa the Axis is beginning to suffer from

all the disadvantages of a two front war. No matter what happens elsewhere Hitler is

under the dire necessity of keeping the great hulk of his wehrmacht in Russia, There is

...
an important strategical purpose behind Hitler’s concentration on the defence of the

Axis positions in Tunisia even though it means sacrificing Rommel and what is left of

the Afrika Korps in Tripolitonia. The situation in Italy has steadily deteriorated

during recent months and particularly during recent weeks,,., Once Tunisia has been

cleared of Axis troops, Italy would be subjected to a fierce and continuous aerial

assault capable of smashing the already badly battered Italian morale to smithereens

and knocking the kingdom out as an effective combatant. Hitler realizes this fact. He

is doing everything possible to forestall the day when Italy which has been on invaluable

asset to the Axis, becomes a complete liability. He also needs time to reorganize

his army and his government to enable him to prevent the internal collapse of the Reich

~ �
The abandonment by Rommel of El Agheila indicates that the struggle in Africa has

become for Hitler nothing more than a fierce delaying action, the preliminary stage of

that battle for Europe and that ultimate battle of Germany which looms ahead and for

which he is now desperately preparing.

/continued
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THE NEW DELHI APPOINTMENT

From the Washington Post:- satisfactory from all points of view is the

presidential appointment of Mr. William Phillips as his representative in New Delhi.

Mr. Phillips is a seasoned observer, He as had vast experience both as Under-

Secretary of State and as Ambassador to Italy in sifting fact from fiction and in

keeping the president posted with the objective data necessary in the determination

of policy. Moreover Mr. Phillips is distinguished by his dilomatic correctness.

There need bo no fear on the part either of the British government or of the minority

groups in India that Mr. Phillips will go to India with any personal possessions on

the subject of his mission.

Our chief need from India at the present moment is the objective information which

Mr. Phillips will furnish. Those with the most pronounced opinions about India arc

generally those who know'least about it.... We are apt to forget that the

beginning of wisdom toward foreign as well as toward home affairs is attention to

realities. If realities are hard to come by in India - not only because of the

st complexity of India but also because of the pressure of propaganda from all

manners of interested parties - that is all the more reason to be chary about

conclusions. It will be a boon to the country at large therefore to have in New Delhi

a man of Mr. Phillips’ reputation who can be depended upon for reliable information for

the administrations guidance. As a people we shall be the more persuaded to reserve

judgments. Some day of course the administration may use Mr. Phillips observations

as the equipment for proffering a mediation role in India, But that day is not

necessarily brought nearer by the naming of Mr. Phillips,

The naming of an envoy who will have the personal rank of ambassador should carry

its own assurances to India, It will fortify the impression, created by the presence

on Indian soil of American troops that this country is determined to do its part in

defending India from Japanese aggression Just as Africa will be used as the

springboard for the final assault on Hitlerism, so I
n
dia eventually will be the

spring-board against Japan, And the sooner Japan is crushed the sooner will India

realize the full self determination pledged by the British and take her place in the

future ordering of the world with our co-signatories of the United Nations Pact,

THE ROMMEL LEGEND

The Washington Post also says:- when early last month General Sir Benard

Montgomery Commander of the British Eighth Army announced that ’an absolute and

complete victory’ had been won by his troops in Egypt, there were many who were

sceptical. The Rommel legend - a legend which the Germans had done much to foster -

was still a force in mens minds. And few believed that the ’desert fox’ was really

finished. It was assumed that he would make a successful stand somewhere to the west

of El Amamein - most certainly at El Agheila where twice before the British had been

driven back after sweeping across Cyrenaica,

At El Agheila where he took his position a month ago Rommel waited for reinforcements

that never came - at least not in the numbers he needed to enable him to fight it out

with General Montgomery and General Montgomery having learned, the lesson of the past
.id not attack until he could do so in great force. The result was that when the

British attack did begin Rommel simply packed up and resumed his retreat which ha

may not end until/his back is really up against the wall at Tripoli,

This newest phase of the prolonged battle of Libya is a heartening demonstration

both of growing allied strength in Africa and the fine co-ordination of effort

achieved by the British and American forces in that vast theatre,,,. Thus the Rommel

legend has been shattered like his armies. There can be no doubt that Marshal

Rommel’s tactical skill was considerable but it is also now clear that he was never

the military genius of the legend. Evidently he throve out of the rabbits he could

pull cut of his hat and as the march of Tripoli begins wo can see that 'those rabbits

have run out.

/ (continued)



ANTON MUSSERT'S TASK

The Cleveland Plain Dealer states: Adolf Hitler never grants favours even to

his henchmen but of the goodness of his heart, There isn't any goodness there,

anyway end ho always has an adventge for himself in mind. The elevationof Anton

Mussert ...
to thc

r

nebulous post of ' leader of the Netherlands peo ple' is a case in

point. Hitler never entertained the idea of making Mussert a puppet premier. In

the v/ake of the army he sent in Arthur Seyss-Inquart the man who betrayed Chancellor

Schuschnigg and his native Austria as Reich's commissioner. Then when the system
of native puppet premiers broke down with the miserable mess that Vidkun Quisling
made of affairs in Norway and the ineffective strutting of Pierre Laval in France

it Y/as decided that Mussert could just hang around as Dutch Nazi leader.

In return for the near empty title now granted him Mussert is expected to,

raise a Dutch array of 250,000 men to fipht with the German army in Russia or possibly
in Southern Europe, This is a confession of Germany's growing need for military

man-power. Hitler ’s hopes however will be as hollow as Mussert's title, Dutchmen

will not fight for the foreign tyranny that has destroyed their country.

U.S. OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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